
   Class Notes 
Class: IV 

 

Topic:  Revision Worksheet -1 

Subject: English 

 

 

Reading Comprehension 

 

 A] Read the Poem and answer the following questions: 

 

I often wonder how it is  

That on rainy day,  

A little boy, just like myself, 

Comes out with me to play. 

               

          And we step in all the puddles, 

          When walking into town, 

           But though I stand  the right way up,  

           He’s always upside - down. 

 

I have to  tread upon his feet, 

Which is a sorry sight, 

 With my right foot on his left foot,                 

 My left foot on his right.          

                  

            I really wish he’d talk to me,    

           He seems so very kind, 

            For when I look and smile at him, 

            He does the same, I find 

 

 But I never hear him speaking,                

 So surely he must be,                   

  In some strange land the other side, 

   Just opposite to me.                              ---- Mary I Osborn 



1. What does the poet wonder about? 

a. He wonders about the rainy season. 

b. He wonders  about  a playmate. 

c. He wonders about his studies. 

d. He  wonders  about  school. 

 

2. What is the strange quality of the playmate? 

a. He looks different.  

b. He has a horn. 

c. He has huge ears 

d. He walks upside-down. 

 

3. What does the word ‘wonder’ mean? 

a. to think curiously  

b. to roam about 

c. to play happily 

d. to ask questions 

 

4. The word ‘tread’ means 

a. Run  

b. jump 

c. walk 

d.  talk  

 

5. What is the antonym of ‘kind’? 

a. gentle  

b. cruel. 

c. bad 

d. good. 

 

Grammar: 

 B] Fill in the blanks with the appropriate forms of verbs given in the brackets 

1. Bread and butter …………… her breakfast.  ( is/ are) 



2. The army, consisting of five thousand soldiers  ………    ………… towards the border.( is marching /  

                 are marching) 

3. Your  house ………  seven windows. ( has / have) 

 

C] Fill in the blanks   using  am , is or are.  Change  the  verbs in the brackets to their correct –ing  form. 

1. Shyam ……… (bowl) 

2. We ……… (jog) in the park. 

 

D] Rewrite the sentences correctly using the past form of the verbs. 

1. The  eat one meal yesterday. 

              …………………………………………….. .  

2. She leave for London last week. 

              ……………………………………………… .  

 

E] Fill in the blanks with adverbs that are opposite in the meaning to the ones given in brackets. 

1. The boys behaved ……………………  .  (mannerlessly) 

2. The girl talked  ……………………. . (boldly) 

 

 F] Choose the correct preposition from the brackets and fill in the blanks. 

1. We get light and heat ……… (from /to/ with ) the Sun. 

2. Raju  gave  a new  pen ……… ( from/ to/ for )  Rani. 

 

  G] Fill in the blanks with the  conjunctions .  Choose from the brackets:  

1. Do you  want my photo …… my certificates?     (or / if ) 

2. Robert is thin ….. his sister is fat. ( or / but) 

 

 H] Ask questions beginning with is , are , was, were , do, does and did. The answers are provided. 

1.  

               Yes  , I am doing good. 

 

2.   

                Yes, we enjoyed the party. 

 



I] Underline the word from the options provided that means the same as the adjective in each sentence. 

1. Neat means as same as tidy/ clear/ straight. 

2.  Large means as same as heavy/ fat/ big. 

 

J] Punctuate the following and rewrite the sentences. 

1. how  wonderful is the water-fall 

        …………………………………………………………….. 

2. is there a book on the table 

         …………………………………………………………… 

 

Answer the following questions: 

1. Who freed the bird? How? Why do you think he did this? 

2. What was the elderly gentleman’s reason for not allowing women to apply? 

3. What happened when the old king passed away? 

4. Who else laughed to see Daddy’s plight? 

5. Sometimes, when you stand all alone 

                Your ‘mean’ seems worn and thin. 

a. Who is ‘you’ in these lines 

b. What do you understand by the term ‘worn and thin’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Content prepared from home. 


